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Burst-tonic (BT) neurons in the prepositus hypoglossi and adjacent me-
dial vestibular nuclei are important elements of the neural integrator for
horizontal eye movements. While the metrics of their discharges have
been studied during conjugate saccades (where the eyes rotate with
similar dynamics), their role during disjunctive saccades (where the eyes
rotate with markedly different dynamics to account for differences in
depths between saccadic targets) remains completely unexplored. In this
report, we provide the first detailed quantification of the discharge dy-
namics of BT neurons during conjugate saccades, disjunctive saccades,
and disjunctive fixation. We show that these neurons carry both signifi-
cant eye position and eye velocity-related signals during conjugate sac-
cades as well as smaller, yet important, “slide” and eye acceleration
terms. Further, we demonstrate that a majority of BT neurons, during
disjunctive fixation and disjunctive saccades, preferentially encode the
position and the velocity of a single eye; only few BT neurons equally
encode the movements of both eyes (i.e., have conjugate sensitivities).
We argue that BT neurons in the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi/medial
vestibular nucleus play an important role in the generation of unequal eye
movements during disjunctive saccades, and carry appropriate informa-
tion to shape the saccadic discharges of the abducens nucleus neurons to
which they project.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The pioneering work of Robinson (1964) elegantly demon-
strated that to generate saccades, motor commands propor-
tional to the velocity of the eyes must be generated to over-
come the viscous properties of the oculomotor plant. Further-
more, to keep the eyes at eccentric positions in the orbit, the
brain must provide an additional and sustained motor com-
mand to the extraocular muscles to offset the restoring elastic
forces of the oculomotor plant. When combined, these two
motor commands would generate discharge patterns on mo-
toneurons that are often referred to as “burst-tonic,” or “pulse-
step.” It has been experimentally confirmed that burst-tonic
signals are indeed carried by extraocular motoneurons during
conjugate saccadic eye movements (Goldstein 1983; Keller
1973; Robinson 1970; Robinson and Keller 1972; Sylvestre
and Cullen 1999a; Van Gisbergen et al. 1981). Conjugate
saccades reorient the two visual axes between targets located at
a same depth and produce equal amplitude rotations of the two
eyeballs.

During conjugate saccades, there is general agreement that
the “burst” discharge of brain stem saccadic burst neurons,
which is roughly proportional to the velocity of the eyes
(Cullen and Guitton 1997), is integrated (in the mathematical
sense) to produce the eye-position command carried by mo-
toneurons (reviewed in Scudder et al. 2002). This process is
believed to occur through a distributed network known as the
“oculomotor neural integrator” (NI). A number of studies
(reviewed in Fukushima et al. 1992; McCrea 1988) have im-
plicated the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (NPH) and the ad-
jacent medial vestibular nucleus (MVN) in the process of
neural integration for horizontal eye movements. First, lesions
made to these neural structures were shown to dramatically
impair gaze-holding abilities (Arnold et al. 1999; Kaneko
1997; Mettens et al. 1994) and to a lesser extent perturb
eye-movement dynamics (Kaneko 1997, 1999; Mettens et al.
1994). Second, it was shown that different classes of neurons
that are distributed across the NPH/MVN have discharge prop-
erties consistent with those predicted for NI neurons. Among
these types of neurons are burst-tonic (BT) and tonic (T) units
(also termed burst-position and position neurons, respectively).
These neurons all carry an eye-position-related signal (mon-
key: Cullen et al. 1993; McFarland and Fuchs 1992; Scudder
and Fuchs 1992; cat: Delgado-Garcia et al. 1989; Escudero et
al. 1992; Lopez-Barneo et al. 1982) and do not respond to
vestibular stimulation during cancellation of the VOR (Cullen
et al. 1993; McFarland and Fuchs 1992). Furthermore, in
monkeys, the majority carry an eye-velocity-related signal
during saccades that gives them BT discharge characteristics
(Cullen et al. 1993; McFarland and Fuchs 1992; Scudder and
Fuchs 1992). There is strong evidence that primate BT neurons
project directly to the abducens nucleus (McFarland and Fuchs
1992; Scudder and Fuchs 1992).

The primary objective of this study was to determine the role
of BT neurons in the binocular control of disjunctive saccades.
These eye movements, which we frequently utilize to reorient
our visual axes between targets located at different eccentric-
ities and at different depths relative to our eyes, are character-
ized by the two eyes rotating by different angles and with
markedly different dynamics. We also compare the signals
carried by individual neurons during conjugate saccades, dis-
junctive saccades and fixation.

To date, the premotor control of binocular eye movements
has been primarily studied during nonsaccadic disjunctive eye
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movements. Most of these prior studies that have characterized
the neurophysiology underlying the binocular control of eye
movements (e.g., King and Zhou 2000; Mays 1998) have
interpreted their results with respect to theoretical frameworks
inspired by the original work of Hering (1868) and Helmholtz
(1910). Simplified schemas illustrating the general concepts of
each of these theories are shown in Fig. 1, A and B, respec-
tively. The first schema (Fig. 1A) highlights that although the
horizontal neural integrator is likely shared across many ocu-
lomotor behaviors, such as saccades, smooth pursuit, and the
vestibuloocular reflex (reviewed by Fukushima et al. 1992;
Moschovakis 1997), it should be exclusive to conjugate eye
movements. In this view, a separate NI would exist for the
vergence eye movements that ensure binocular alignment be-
tween targets located at different depths (e.g., Mays and Gam-
lin 1995a,b; Zee et al. 1992). A clear prediction of such a
model structure is that NPH/MVN neurons are the substrate for
a conjugate integrator, and therefore should solely encode the
conjugate movements of the eyes (Fig. 1A) (Mays and Gamlin
1995, 1996).

There is experimental evidence that both supports and con-
tradicts this concept. In support of this concept, a population of
neurons in the mesencephalon, termed near-response neurons,
have been identified that encode disparity and vergence posi-
tion and velocity signals during symmetric vergence shifts
(Mays 1984; Mays and Gamlin 1995a,b) and project to medial
rectus motoneurons (Zhang et al. 1991, 1992). Vergence-ve-
locity neurons, which are thought to project to near-response
neurons, have also been identified (Mays et al. 1986; Mays and
Gamlin 1995b). These neurons could form the vergence sub-
system required in this schema. However, there is no evidence
to date indicating that near-response neurons, or vergence-
velocity neurons, project to lateral rectus motoneurons in the
abducens nuclei (Fig. 1A, - - -) (Gamlin 1999). Moreover, other
routes through which vergence-related signals could reach the
abducens nuclei, for example via oculomotor internuclear neu-
rons, have failed to demonstrate appropriate vergence modu-

lations (Clendaniel and Mays 1994). Thus while near-response
and vergence-velocity neurons most certainly play a role in
shaping the discharge patterns of medial rectus motoneurons
during vergence eye movements, their involvement in modu-
lating the discharge patterns of abducens nucleus neurons
(ABN) remains questionable. This is an important concern
given that abducens nucleus neurons’ firing rates are well
modulated by vergence position and velocity-related signals
during disjunctive fixation and disjunctive saccades (Sylvestre
and Cullen 2002).

The second model structure, shown in Fig. 1B, is more
consistent with Helmholtz’s hypothesis (e.g., Zee et al. 1992;
Zhou and King 1998 2000). Here, rather than using conjugate
and vergence coordinates to control binocular movements (as
in Fig. 1A), the brain utilizes right and left eye coordinates.
Consequently, a prediction of this scheme is that neurons in the
saccadic circuitry, including BT neurons, should be monocular.
In agreement with this concept, it has been shown that BT
neurons encode the position and velocity of a single eye during
disjunctive smooth pursuit (Zhou and King 1996). Moreover,
during disjunctive fixation, Chen-Huang and McCrea (1999)
have noted that BT neurons in the MVN appear to preferen-
tially encode the position of a single eye but provided no
quantitative analysis of this observation. It should be noted,
however, that there is strong experimental evidence from ab-
ducens neurons, during nonsaccadic disjunctive eye move-
ments (Gamlin and Mays 1992; Gamlin et al. 1989; Keller
1973; Keller and Robinson 1972; King et al. 1994; Mays and
Porter 1984; Sylvestre and Cullen 2002; Zhou and King 1996,
1998), which indicate that this model’s predictions clearly do
not hold. Specifically, it has been shown that abducens inter-
nuclear neurons and motoneurons encode similar signals dur-
ing disjunctive eye movements (Fig. 1B). Finally, this model
would offer no explanation for the existence of near-response
and vergence-velocity neurons.

Most recently, a very limited number of studies have begun
to address which of these model structures best describes the

FIG. 1. Theoretical frameworks of binocular con-
trol. A: in this 1st scheme, which was inspired from
the theory of Hering, burst-tonic (BT) neurons encode
the conjugate position of the eyes. A vergence signal
is provided to both the abducens (VIth) and the ocu-
lomotor (IIIrd) nuclei by vergence neurons. B: in this
second scheme, that was inspired from the theory of
Helmholtz, BT neurons encode signals that are either
related to the movements of the right or of the left eye.
Vergence neurons are not utilized in this theory. MR,
medial rectus; LR, lateral rectus; OMN, oculomotor
motoneuron; AIN, abducens internuclear neuron;
AMN, abducens motoneuron; EBN/IBN, excitatory
and inhibitory burst neurons.
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premotor control of disjunctive saccades. On the one hand, we
have reported that the discharge dynamics of all abducens
neurons are similar during disjunctive saccades, implying that
motoneurons and internuclear neurons do not carry different
information (Sylvestre and Cullen 2002). Thus as during non-
saccadic disjunctive eye movements, experimental data are not
completely consistent with the predictions of the model struc-
ture shown in Fig. 1B. On the other hand, it has been shown
that the number of spikes generated by excitatory burst neurons
(EBNs) are generally related to the displacement of a single
eye (Zhou and King 1998). Thus it has been argued that EBNs
encode monocular signals, consistent with Fig. 1B. Given that
EBNs provide a significant drive to BT neurons during dis-
junctive saccades, these results suggest that BT neurons would
also encode disjunctive signals during this behavior. In the
present study, we test this prediction.

Taken together, the results from prior single-unit recording
experiments cannot be accurately represented by either of these
straightforward conceptual frameworks. Accordingly, more
physiologically realistic frameworks have been proposed
(Cova and Galiana 1994–1996; King and Zhou 2000, 2002;
Sylvestre et al. 2002). These more recent models have in
common that abducens internuclear neurons and motoneurons
encode similar signals, near-response neurons project to ocu-
lomotor motoneurons but not to abducens neurons, the ver-
gence signals carried by near-response neurons correct for the
“inappropriate” signals carried by abducens internuclear neu-
rons, and the activity of near-response neurons is shaped by
bilateral projections from monocular NI neurons. The main
difference among these models is that during disjunctive sac-
cades, the Cova and Galiana (1996; see also Sylvestre et al.
2002) model includes that premotor neurons encode the move-
ments of the ipsilateral eye, whereas in the King and Zhou
(2000, 2002) model, brain stem premotor neurons are orga-
nized in two separate channels, one for each eye.

In the present study, we demonstrate that neither of the
conceptual frameworks presented in Fig. 1, A and B, can fully
account for the population discharges of BT neurons during
disjunctive saccades and fixation. For each BT neuron we
recorded, our analysis approach first involved quantifying its
discharge dynamics during the simpler case of conjugate sac-
cades. Then during disjunctive saccades, we determined
whether the activity patterns of that neuron could be predicted
based on its discharge dynamics during conjugate saccades.
We also directly quantified the discharge dynamics of this
same neuron during disjunctive saccades using a model that
accounted separately for the movements of both eyes. We
argue in DISCUSSION that our data are more consistent with the
predictions of the more recent models by Cova and Galiana
(1994–1996) and King and Zhou (2000, 2002).

M E T H O D S

Three rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were prepared for chronic
extracellular recording using the aseptic surgical procedures described
previously (Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a). A stainless steel post that
allowed the complete immobilization of the animal’s head and two
stainless steel recording chambers oriented stereotaxically toward the
right and left abducens nuclei, respectively, were fastened to the
animal’s skull using cranial screws and dental acrylic. An eye coil (3
loops of Teflon-coated stainless steel wire, 18- to 19-mm diam) was
implanted in each eye (Judge et al. 1980). All procedures were

approved by the McGill University Animal Care Committee and were
in compliance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal
Care.

Data-acquisition procedures

During the experiment, the head-restrained monkey was seated in a
primate chair that rested on a vestibular turntable. Targets, rewards,
on-line data displays, and data acquisition were controlled on-line
using REX (Real-Time Experimentation System) (Hayes et al. 1982).
When a neuron was properly isolated, its activity was recorded on a
digital audio tape together with the horizontal and vertical positions of
the right and left eyes, the velocity of the vestibular turntable and the
position of the target. Off-line analysis was performed using custom
algorithms (Matlab, The MathWorks).

The magnetic search-coil technique was utilized to record the
horizontal and vertical positions of both eyes (Fuchs and Robinson
1966) (CNC Engineering). Each eye coil signal was calibrated inde-
pendently by having the monkey fixate monocularly (i.e., 1 eye
masked) on a variety of targets at different eccentricities and depths.
Note that only eye movements restricted to the horizontal plane are
discussed in the present report. Off-line, right eye, left eye and target
position signals were first low-pass filtered at 250 Hz (analog 8 pole
Bessel filter) and sampled at 1 kHz. Recorded eye position signals
were next digitally filtered with a 51st-order finite-impulse-response
(FIR) filter with a Hamming window, using a cut-off at 125 Hz. The
position signals were differentiated to produce eye velocity profiles.
Zero-phase forward and reverse digital filtering prevented phase dis-
tortion.

Extracellular single-unit activity was recorded using enamel-insu-
lated tungsten microelectrodes (7- to 10-M� impedance, Frederick
Haer). A neuron was considered to be adequately isolated only when,
on playback, individual action potential waveforms could be discrim-
inated during saccades, smooth pursuit, and fixation, using a window-
ing circuit (BAK) (for example, see Fig. 1 in Sylvestre and Cullen
1999a). Neuronal discharges were represented as a spike density
function in which a Gaussian function (SD of 5 ms for saccades, and
10 ms for smooth pursuit, cancellation of the VOR, and fixation) was
convolved with the spike train (Cullen and Guitton 1997; Cullen et al.
1996; Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a,b, 2002).

To determine the location of the nucleus prepositus, the location of
the abducens nucleus was first identified based on its stereotypical
discharge patterns during eye movements (Cullen et al. 1993; Sylves-
tre and Cullen 1999a). Previous studies had shown that burst tonic
neurons are distributed between the vestibular nuclei and nucleus
prepositus hypoglossi (Cullen at al. 1993; McFarland and Fuchs
1992). In the present study, single-unit recordings were for the most
part limited to a small region of the brain stem extending 0.5–1.5 mm
caudal to the abducens nucleus and 0.5–1.5 mm lateral of the midline,
corresponding to the nucleus prepositus (Brodal 1983; McCrea et al.
1987). Reconstructions of recording locations indicated that most
neurons (85%) were located within this area. The remaining small
percentage of neurons (15%) were located in the most rostromedial
aspect of the adjacent rostral-medial vestibular nucleus. Note that in
addition to these anatomical criteria, we were careful to prevent, as
much as possible, the inclusion of abducens neurons in our sample by
restricting our analysis to BT neurons for which no BT activity could
be recorded in the background (i.e., no “beehive” sound characteristic
of the abducens nucleus) (see Robinson 1970; Sylvestre and Cullen
1999a, 2002) or in the neuron’s immediate vicinity.

Behavioral paradigms

Monkeys were trained to fixate a target light in a dimly lit room for
a juice reward. The paradigms utilized in the present study were
identical to those used by Sylvestre and Cullen (2002).
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CONJUGATE PARADIGMS. A red HeNe laser target projected onto a
cylindrical screen located 55 cm away from the monkey’s eyes
(isovergent, �3.5° convergence) was utilized for all conjugate para-
digms. To elicit saccades, the target light was stepped between posi-
tions �5–30°, in 5° increments and in predictable or nonpredictable
sequences. Fixation intervals were obtained by keeping the target
stationary for 2–3 s at each position. Smooth pursuit eye movements
were generated by moving the same laser target sinusoidally (40°/s
peak velocity, 0.5 Hz). Cancellation of the vestibuloocular reflex
(VORc) was also utilized to verify that neurons were not sensitive to
vestibular stimulation. In this paradigm, the monkey fixated a laser
target that moved with the primate chair during sinusoidal whole-body
rotations (40°/s peak velocity, 0.5 Hz).

DISJUNCTIVE PARADIGMS. We utilized an array of 16 computer-
controlled red light-emitting diodes (LEDs; with intensities compara-
ble to that of the laser target) placed between the cylindrical screen
and the monkey’s eyes to elicit vergence eye movements. First,
symmetric (pure) vergence eye movements were obtained using tar-
gets that were aligned with the monkey’s midsaggital plane (conver-
gence angles: LEDs: 17, 12, 8, and 6° and laser: 3.5°). Second,
disjunctive saccades were generated by stepping the target from one
of the 16 LEDs to one of the eccentric laser target positions (described
in the preceding text for saccades). Predictable and nonpredictable
target sequences were utilized (see Sylvestre and Cullen 2002 for
details). This approach yielded a rich variety of disjunctive saccades
with conjugate components of amplitudes �5–30° and vergence com-
ponents of amplitudes �4–13°.

Data analysis

In this report, the eyes are referred to as either ipsilateral or
contralateral based on their location relative to the recording site. For
both the ipsilateral and contralateral eye, positive and negative values
correspond to positions right and left of the mid-saggital plane,
respectively. We also describe eye movements in terms of conjugate
{conjugate � (left eye � right eye)/2} and vergence (vergence � left
eye – right eye) coordinates.

CONJUGATE AND DISJUNCTIVE FIXATION. A neuron’s sensitivity to
eye position during conjugate fixation was measured as the slope of
the relationship between the mean conjugate eye position and mean
firing rate measured during such intervals. Conjugate fixation periods
(n � 40) were defined as time intervals �200 ms in duration, during
which the vergence angle was �3.5° and the peak conjugate and
vergence velocities were �10°/s. To avoid fitting neuronal response
as cells were driven into cut-off, only data for which the firing rate
was �20 spikes/s were included in the optimization. A similar anal-
ysis was performed during disjunctive fixation (defined as having
vergence angle � 4°; n � 40 segments) using a multiple regression
model that included the mean position of each eye. Standard statistical
tests were performed on the model parameters to determine 95%
confidence intervals.

CONJUGATE SACCADES. The dynamic sensitivity of a neuron to eye
movements during conjugate saccades (n � 40) was estimated using
linear optimization techniques that have been described in detail
elsewhere (Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a). By definition, horizontal
conjugate saccades had vertical amplitudes �10% of their horizontal
amplitudes, and changes in vergence angles �2.5°. The onset and
offset of these saccades was determined using a typical 20°/s velocity
criterion. The specific model structures utilized are described in Table
2. The goodness-of-fit to the data of each model was quantified using
the variance-accounted-for {VAF �1 – [var(mod � fr)/var(fr)],
where mod represents the modeled firing rate and fr represents the
actual firing rate}. The VAF is equivalent to the R2 coefficient for
linear models and can be easily utilized to evaluate the goodness-of-fit
of model predictions. A Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) was also
computed for each model (Cullen et al. 1996). This criteria serves as

a “cost index” that indicates whether increasing the complexity of the
model is justified by the accompanying increase in VAF (Schwartz
1978). The dynamic lead time of individual neurons (td) was deter-
mined during conjugate saccades as described in Sylvestre and Cullen
(1999a).

DISJUNCTIVE SACCADES. The activity of BT neurons during dis-
junctive saccades was first quantified using model Est-all, and then
using model Est-cv (see RESULTS). The analysis of neuronal responses
was limited to the saccadic interval. Note that �80% of the vergence
shift is executed during this interval for disjunctive saccades like those
utilized here, for which the conjugate component is larger than the
vergence component (see Maxwell and King 1992). Specifically, the
analysis utilized disjunctive saccades during which both eyes moved
in the same direction to limit the analysis to ON-direction responses
only, one eye moved more than the other to generate vergence
velocities �100°/s (mean intra-saccadic vergence shift: 6.5 � 1.1°),
and the onset and offset were marked using a 20°/s conjugate velocity
criterion. Similar to our previous study of ABN neurons (Sylvestre
and Cullen 2002), we estimated the probability distribution of the
model parameters in Est-all (or Est-cv) using a nonparametric boot-
strap approach (Carpenter and Bithell 2000; Press et al. 1997; Rich-
mond et al. 1987; Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Briefly, for each neuron
1999 “new data sets” of n � 40 saccades were obtained by randomly
re-sampling with replacement from an original data set (with N/2
converging saccades and N/2 diverging saccades; such balance is
important to avoid biasing the parameter estimates). The model pa-
rameters were then estimated on each of the new data sets. The 1999
parameter values obtained with this approach were then utilized to
compute 95% confidence intervals (BCa method) (Carpenter and
Bithell 2000). Parameters with 95% confidence intervals that over-
lapped with zero were not statistically significant, and parameters with
95% confidence intervals that overlapped with one another were
statistically identical. To prevent the biasing of meaningful parameter
values due to the inclusion of inappropriate parameters in the original
model, these inappropriate parameters were removed (if nonsignifi-
cant) or replaced (if identical) one at a time from the original model,
and the parameters of the reduced model were estimated after each
removal.

For each neuron, Ratiofix (for the eye position sensitivities during
fixation), Ratiopos (for the eye position sensitivities during disjunctive
saccades) and Ratiovel (for the eye velocity sensitivities during dis-
junctive saccades) indexes were computed using the reduced binoc-
ular model parameters (Est-red, see RESULTS) to quantify a unit’s
relative preference for one eye versus the other. For each sensitivity,
a ratio index was computed using Ratio � [smaller parameter value]/
[larger parameter value], where the smaller and larger parameter
values are yielded by the nonpreferred and preferred eyes, respec-
tively. To indicate which eye provided the larger parameter value (i.e.,
the neuron’s “preferred eye”), each Ratio index was assigned an “i” or
a “c”, for the ipsilateral or contralateral eye, respectively. Using their
ratio indexes, neurons were assigned to one of five categories based
the criteria described in Table 1.

R E S U L T S

The neurons included in this report were all responsive to
horizontal eye movements and unresponsive to passively ap-
plied head movements during VORc. All neurons (20/20) had
a clear horizontal eye position sensitivity during fixation with
90% increasing their discharge for increasingly eccentric ipsi-
lateral eye positions (re. recording site). All but one neuron
also had an horizontal eye-velocity sensitivity during saccades.
Hence most neurons described in this report correspond to the
BT type previously described (Cullen et al. 1993; McFarland
and Fuchs 1992; Scudder and Fuchs 1992). In the following
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sections, we first describe the discharge properties of the re-
corded neurons during conjugate and disjunctive fixation. We
next provide the first quantitative description of the discharge
dynamics of BT neurons during conjugate saccades. After this
characterization, we demonstrate our analysis approach of the
discharge dynamics of the same neurons during disjunctive
saccades using two example neurons. Finally, we present the
distribution of discharge properties measured during disjunc-
tive saccades across our sample of neurons.

Conjugate and disjunctive fixation

The eye-position sensitivities of BT neurons were first eval-
uated during conjugate fixation intervals. In agreement with

previous studies (Cullen et al. 1993; McFarland and Fuchs
1992), all neurons significantly encoded the position of the
eyes in the orbit. The firing rate of two example units (units
B61_2 and B43_1) during intervals of conjugate fixation are
shown in Fig. 2, A and B (■ ). Eye position traces are illustrated
below (see legend). Each neuron’s eye position sensitivity was
quantified using a standard model (FR � bfix � kfixCJ, where
bfix and kfix are the bias and eye position sensitivity coeffi-
cients, respectively, and FR and CJ are mean firing rate and
conjugate eye position, respectively). This simple model pro-
vided good fits to the data (VAF � 0.71 � 0.20, mean � SD).
The average bfix for our sample was 66 � 48 spikes/s, and the
average kfix was 3.2 � 2.0 spikes � s�1 � °�1.

TABLE 1. Categories of ocular preferences

Category Criteria Ratio Value Subscript

Mono. ipsi. Contra. eye par. � 0 0 i
Ipsi. eye par. 	 0

Mono. contra. Ipsi. eye par. � 0 0 c
Contra. eye par. 	 0

Bino. ipsi. Ipsi. eye par. � Contra. eye par. �1 � Ratio � 1, Ratio 	 0 i
Ipsi. eye par. 	 Contra. eye par. 	 0

Bino. contra. Ipsi. eye par. � Contra. eye par. �1 � Ratio � 1, Ratio 	 0 c
Ipsi. eye par. 	 Contra. eye par. 	 0

Conj. Ipsi. eye par. � Contra. eye par. 1
Ipsi. eye par. 	 Contra. eye par. 	 0

Mono, monocular; Bino, unequal binocular; Conj, conjugate (i.e. equal binocular); Ipsi, ipsilateral eye preference; Contra, contralateral eye preference; Par,
parameter value.

FIG. 2. Two example BT neurons during steady fixation.
Both unit B61_2 (A) and unit B43_1 (B) had discharges that
were modulated by the position of the eyes in the orbit during
periods of conjugate fixation. The gray shaded areas represent
the neurons’s firing rates. Other traces are conjugate (CJ),
vergence (VG), ipsilateral (IE), and contralateral (CE; re re-
cording site) eye positions (see legend). Upward is in the
direction ipsilateral to the recording site. C: during disjunctive
fixation, unit B61_2 encoded the position of the ipsilateral eye
only. - - -, highlight that when the ipsilateral eye was kept at a
relatively constant position, but the contralateral eye fixated at
different positions, the neuron’s firing rate was not modulated.
D: in contrast, unit B43_1 encoded the conjugate position of the
eyes. During the same protocol, this neuron’s activity was
clearly modulated when the position of the contralateral eye
changed but that of the ipsilateral eye did not (left) and also in
the opposite condition when the position of the ipsilateral eye
changed and that of the contralateral eye was kept constant
(right).
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During disjunctive fixation, most units’ firing rates were
modulated differentially by the position of each eye. This is
clearly seen in Fig. 2C, where unit B61_2’s discharges were
not modulated when the position of the ipsilateral eye (re the
recording site) was kept relatively constant but the position of
the contralateral eye was changed markedly. Hence this unit
appeared to only encode the position of the ipsilateral eye. In
contrast, other neurons’ firing rates, like those of unit B43_1,
were modulated by the position of both eyes (Fig. 2D). Clearly,
this neuron’s discharges were modulated even when the posi-
tion of one of the eyes, or that of the other eye, was kept
constant. Because this neuron obviously encoded the position
of both eyes, possibly with different sensitivities, a more de-
tailed quantitative analysis was warranted. In this case, as
shown below, the quantitative analysis of this neuron’s dis-
charges has revealed that it was equally sensitive to the posi-
tion of both eyes (i.e., it encoded the conjugate position of the
eyes).

We quantified this observation using a rich data set of
disjunctive fixation intervals (see METHODS) and a second model
that included separate terms to estimate a neuron’s sensitivity
to the position of each eye (FR � bfix � ki-fixIE � kc-fix CE,
where IE and CE represent the ipsilateral and contralateral
eyes, respectively). This model also provided good fits to the
data for our sample of neurons (mean VAF � 0.72 � 0.19).
For the example neuron shown in Fig. 2, A and C, the model
parameter ki-fix was 3.47 spikes � s1 � °�1 and the parameter
kc-fix was not significantly different from zero (P � 0.05),
indicating that this neuron only encoded the position of the
ipsilateral eye. In contrast, for the example neuron shown in
Fig. 2, B and D, the model parameters ki-fix and kc-fix were
statistically identical (1.6 spikes � s1 � °�1; P � 0.05), suggest-
ing that this neuron equally encoded the position of both eyes
(i.e., encoded the conjugate position of the eyes). Hence the
analysis results confirmed the qualitative observations made in
the preceding text for both neurons.

On average, across our sample of neurons, k-i-fix was 0.9 �
2.9 spikes � s1 � °�1, and kc-fix was 1.8 � 2.4 spikes � s1 � °�1.
To better describe the signals encoded by BT neurons during
disjunctive fixation at the sample level, we quantified the
relative preference of a neuron for one eye versus the other by
computing a Ratiofix index for (see METHODS). This index was
used to assign each neuron in our sample to one of five
categories based the criteria described in Table 1: a neuron
could be monocular with a preference for the ipsilateral eye,
monocular with a preference for the contralateral eye, unequal
binocular with a preference for the ipsilateral eye, unequal
binocular with a preference for the contralateral eye, or con-
jugate (i.e., equal binocular sensitivities). Figure 3 shows the
distribution of BT neurons, with respect to their eye position
sensitivities during disjunctive fixation, obtained using this
classification. Note that each category was assigned a different
color (see legend). As shown in Fig. 3, an important fraction of
BT neurons (40%) were monocular (gray bars), with roughly
equal number of neurons preferring the ipsilateral (pale gray
bar) or the contralateral (dark gray bar) eye. Most of the
remaining neurons unequally encoded the binocular position of
the eyes (stripped bars), with a slight preference for the con-
tralateral eye. Only few neurons (20%) equally encoded the

position of both eyes (i.e., were conjugate, black bar). We
conclude that most BT neurons (80%) differently encode right
and left eye position signals during disjunctive fixation.

These results can also be interpreted in the conjugate/ver-
gence coordinate system. From the definitions of conjugate and
vergence (see METHODS), it can be derived that

kconjugate � kleft eye � kright eye

kvergence � 
kleft eye � kright eye�/2

It follows that only those neurons that equally encode the
position of the right and left eyes (e.g., unit B43_1, where
kleft eye � kright eye) have no vergence sensitivities. Because
only 20% of the neurons in our sample matched this criteria,
we conclude that the majority (i.e., 80%) of BT neurons in our
sample encoded both vergence and conjugate position signals
during disjunctive fixation.

Conjugate saccades

Before quantifying the discharge patterns of BT neurons during
disjunctive saccades, we determined, for the first time, what
signals are carried by these neurons during the simpler situation of
conjugate saccades (where both eyes rotate in the same direction,
by the same amplitude, and with very similar dynamics). To do so,
the goodness-of-fit of the different eye movement-based models
shown in Table 2 were compared to determine which one pro-
vided the most appropriate description of BT neuron discharges
during these eye movements. Note that we tested an extensive
series of model structures on our sample of BT neurons but that
for the sake of simplicity, only the most relevant models are
reported in Table 2. Model fits obtained with three of the models
in Table 2 are illustrated in Fig. 4 for two example BT neurons,
units B87_1 (A) and B43_1 (B). For each neuron, three conjugate
saccades of increasing amplitudes are shown. For clarity, the
neurons’ firing rates during these saccades are replicated three
times (gray shaded curves, top 3 rows), and a different model fit
(thick black curve) is shown in each row. Note that both units had
clear bursts during conjugate saccades.

The first model we tested was solely based on a bias term (the
firing rate when the monkey was fixating straight ahead) and the
conjugate position of the eyes in the orbit (model M1, Table 2).
This model provided a poor fit to the data (see top row, Fig. 4;
mean VAF � 0.24 � 0.25, Table 2). A second model, which was

FIG. 3. Distribution of Ratiofix during disjunctive fixation for our sample of
BT neurons. Axis labels between square brackets represent the alternative
conjugate/vergence coordinate system.
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based on a bias term and the conjugate velocity of the eyes, only
marginally improved our ability to describe the neuronal dis-
charges (model M2; mean VAF � 0.28 � 0.26, Table 2; not
shown in Fig. 4).

The simplest model that provided a good description of BT
neuron discharges during conjugate saccades contained both eye
position- and eye-velocity-related terms (model M3, Table 2; 2nd
row, Fig. 4). The average VAF values generated with this model
were virtually twice larger than those obtained with the two
simpler models (133 and 100% relative improvements, model M1
and M2, respectively). This striking increase in goodness-of-fit
can be visualized by comparing the model fits shown in the first
and second rows of Fig. 4. The average b coefficient for this
model was 143 � 82 spikes/s, the average k was 3.9 � 2.5 spikes �
s1 � °�1, and the average r was 0.34 � 0.31 spikes/°. When
compared with fixation, the bias coefficients were significantly

larger during saccades (P � 0.01, paired t-test), but the k coeffi-
cients were not statistically different (P � 0.05). Models that
included higher-order derivatives of eye position (e.g., eye accel-
eration and jerk) generally did not better describe the activity of
BT neurons than model M3 (not shown). One exception was
when a term proportional to the derivative of the firing rate (a
“slide” term) was added to model M3 together with an eye
acceleration term (model M4, Table 2; 3rd row, Fig. 4); these
terms provided an important increase in VAF across our sample of
neurons (21% mean improvement relative to model M3). On
average, the u coefficient (0.002 � 0.005 spikes � s�1 � °�1) and
the c coefficients (0.018 � 0.018) were small. Hence, as for
neurons in the abducens nucleus (Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a), we
conclude that a first order model of eye position (model M3) is the
simplest model we can utilize to describe BT neuron discharges
during conjugate saccades.

TABLE 2. Downstream models and mean VAF and mean BIC values estimated during saccades

Models n VAF BIC � VAF

M1 FR(t) � b � kE(t � td) 2 0.24 � 0.25 8.1 � 1.3 �0.32
M2 FR(t) � b � rĖ(t � td) 2 0.28 � 0.26 8.1 � 0.84 �0.28
M3 FR(t) � b � kE(t � td) � rĖ(t � td) 3 0.56 � 0.25 7.5 � 1.1 —
M4 FR
t� � b � kE
t � td� � rĖ
t � td� � uË
t � td� � cḞR 5 0.68 � 0.19 7.2 � 1.1 0.12

Values are � SD. n � number of model parameters; � VAF, calculated relative to model M3. VAF, variance-accounted-for model; BIC, Bayesian Information
Criteria.

FIG. 4. Two example BT neurons during conjugate
saccades. For clarity, the firing rates of unit B87_1 (A)
and unit B43_1 (B) were reproduced three times (top 3
traces). The thick black curves superimposed on each
copy of the firing rates are model fits obtained with
models M1, M3, and M4, from top to bottom, respec-
tively. Vertical dotted lines indicate saccade onsets and
offsets. Eye velocity and position traces are also shown.
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Disjunctive saccades: example neurons

The approach that we utilized to characterize the activity of
BT neurons during disjunctive saccades was identical to that
described in Sylvestre and Cullen (2002). First, for each neu-
ron, we determined whether a model estimated during conju-
gate saccades (model M3, Table 2) could predict its activity
during disjunctive saccades. Second, we estimated the param-
eters of the following model on the data set of disjunctive
saccades collected for that neuron

FR
t� � bDS � ki-DSIE
t � td� � kc-DSCE
t � td� � · · ·

ri-DSİE
t � td� � rc�DSĊE
t � td� 
model Est-all�

where bDS, ki-DS, kc-DS, ri-DS, and rc-DS are the bias, ipsilateral
eye-position, contralateral eye-position, ipsilateral eye-veloc-
ity, and contralateral eye-velocity sensitivities of the neuron,
respectively (the subscripts DS, i, and c refer to disjunctive
saccades, ipsilateral eye, and contralateral eye, respectively),
and IE(t), CE(t), İE(t) and ĊE(t) are instantaneous ipsilateral
and contralateral eye positions and velocities, respectively.
This model is the binocular expansion of model M3. Model
M3, rather than model M4, was chosen for this analysis to limit
the number of free parameters in model Est-all.

For each parameter in model Est-all, bootstrap confidence
intervals (see METHODS) were utilized to reduce the model to its
simplest form (reduced model labeled Est-red; can be different
for each neuron). This approach was necessary given that some
basic assumptions (e.g., normally distributed residuals) inher-
ent to standard statistical tests on linear regression parameters
were invalid (see Sylvestre and Cullen 2002 for more details).
The bootstrap approach utilized here provided an alternate
objective technique to determine which model parameters sig-
nificantly contributed to the goodness-of-fit of the model to the
neuronal firing rates.

Example monocular BT neuron, unit B87_1

Figure 5 shows the results of our analysis of disjunctive
saccades for unit B87_1, the same unit that was shown in Fig.
4A during conjugate saccades. The unit’s discharge during
converging (Fig. 5A) and diverging (Fig. 5B) saccades are
shown. The model predictions, shown in the top row (Pred-CS)
and generated using the parameters of model M3 (Table 2) and
the conjugate traces shown at the bottom of Fig. 5, clearly
could not describe the activity of this neuron during disjunctive
saccades. This prediction-based analysis hence suggested that
unit B87_1 did not encode conjugate signals during these
movements.

The black model fits in the second row of Fig. 5 were
obtained by estimating the parameters of model Est-all on the
data set of disjunctive saccades gathered for this neuron. In
contrast to the model predictions, this estimated model could
adequately describe the neuronal activity during both converg-
ing and diverging saccades. To determine whether all model
parameters were significant, the bootstrap confidence intervals
illustrated in Fig. 6 were analyzed. As shown in Fig. 6, both the
contralateral eye position (kc-DS) and the contralateral eye
velocity terms (rc-DS) in model Est-all had confidence intervals
that markedly overlapped with zero (white horizontal bars, Fig.
6). This result indicates that these parameters did not play a
significant role in describing the activity of unit B87_1 during

disjunctive saccades (i.e., this unit was monocular with a
preference for the ipsilateral eye).

To further validate this conclusion, we removed both terms
related to the movements of the contralateral eye from model
Est-all and estimated the parameter values of the reduced
model [model Est-red, see Fig. 5; for this neuron, FR(t) � bDS
� kDSIE(t � td) � rDSİE(t � td)]. The obtained model fits were
quantitatively as good as those obtained with model Est-all
(i.e., VAFEst-all � VAFEst-red � 0.78). This is graphically
shown in the second row of Fig. 5, where the gray model fit
(model Est-red) is perfectly superimposed on the black model
fit (model Est-all). In summary, both the prediction-based and
the estimation / bootstrap-based analyzes indicated that unit
B87_1 did not encode conjugate signals during disjunctive
saccades. Rather it solely encoded the position and the velocity
of the eye ipsilateral to the recording site.

Example conjugate BT neuron, unit B43_1

Figures 7 and 8 show the results of this analysis approach
when applied to conjugate unit B43_1 (also shown in Fig. 4B

FIG. 5. Example monocular unit B87_1 during converging (A) and diverg-
ing (B) disjunctive saccades. Note the very different movement dynamics for
the ipsilateral and contralateral eyes. Top: poor model predictions obtained
with Pred-CS. Second row: model fits obtained using Est-all (black curve) and
Est-red (dark gray curve; equation is also shown). The firing rates were
duplicated.
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during conjugate saccades). One obvious difference with the
data shown for unit B87_1 was that the predictions computed
using model M3 were very good for both converging and
diverging saccades (Fig. 7, top, A and B, respectively). This
observation strongly suggested that unit B43_1 encoded con-
jugate eye position and velocity signals during all saccades.

This conclusion was strengthened by the estimation-based
analysis. As is shown in Fig. 7, model Est-all provided a very
good fit to the data (2nd row, black model fits). Furthermore,
Fig. 8 clearly shows that for both the eye position (kc-DS and
ki-DS) and the eye velocity (rc-DS and ri-DS) related terms in
model Est-all, the parameter values for the ipsilateral and
contralateral eyes were statistically identical (i.e., there was
extensive overlap of the confidence intervals). Also note that
no term had its confidence interval overlapping with zero (i.e.,
all terms were significant). These results confirmed that unit
B43_1 encoded conjugate eye-position and -velocity signals.
Indeed, when the parameters of model Est-all were replaced by
conjugate parameters [model Est-red, see Fig. 7; for this neu-
ron, FR(t) � bDS � kDSCJ(t � td) � rDSĊJ(t � td)], the
obtained model fits were identical to those of the full binocular
model (2nd row, gray model fit, Fig. 7), and so were the VAF
values. In summary, our analysis indicated that unit B43_1 was
equally sensitive to the position and velocity of both eyes.

Disjunctive saccades: population results

The population signals carried by BT neurons during dis-
junctive saccades were quantified using an approach identical
to that utilized during disjunctive fixation. For a given neuron,
the eye position coefficients estimated in model Est-red for
each eye were utilized to calculate a Ratiopos index, and the
eye-velocity coefficients to calculate a Ratiovel index. As for
fixation, these indexes were used to assign individual neurons
to one of the five categories of ocular preferences described in
Table 1. With respect to the eye-position sensitivity of BT
neurons during disjunctive saccades, most units (70%) encoded

the monocular position of one of the eyes (gray bars, Fig. 9A).
Of these neurons, 50% encoded the position of each eye (pale
and dark gray bars, for the ipsilateral and contralateral eyes,
respectively). The remaining 30% of BT neurons encoded the
conjugate position of the eyes (black bar). Note that in contrast
to disjunctive fixation, no neuron unequally encoded binocular
signals. A generally similar distribution was observed for the

FIG. 7. Example conjugate unit B87_1 during converging (A) and diverging
(B) disjunctive saccades. The conventions are as in Fig. 5. Note the good
predictions obtained with Pred-CS.

FIG. 8. Bootstrap analysis for conjugate unit B43_1.

FIG. 6. Bootstrap analysis for monocular unit B87_1. Left: the results for
the eye position sensitivity; right: results for the eye velocity sensitivity. The
histograms represent the parameter values obtained using Est-all for the
ipsilateral (black bars) and contralateral (white bars) eye. The vertical arrows
indicate the mean value for each parameter, and the thick horizontal bars are
95% confidence intervals.
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eye velocity sensitivity of BT neurons (Fig. 9B). Overall, many
units (35%) encoded the velocity of the ipsilateral eye only,
and 20% encoded the conjugate velocity of the eyes. Only 25%
of the units unequally encoded binocular signals (stripped
bars).

Because each neuron in our sample had a “preferred eye”
(defined as the eye that yielded the largest parameter value) for
its position and for its velocity sensitivities, we next asked
whether these preferred eyes were matched on a neuron-by-
neuron basis. To simplify this analysis, the neurons (in the
preceding text separated in 5 categories) were regrouped under
three general categories: ipsilateral eye preference category
(grouping the monocular with ipsilateral eye preference and the
unequal binocular with ipsilateral eye preference cell types),
contralateral eye preference category (grouping the monocular
with contralateral eye preference and unequal binocular with
contralateral eye preference cell types), or conjugate category.
The fraction of neurons that fell within each of the nine
possible permutations among these three categories are illus-
trated in Fig. 10A for the eye-position and -velocity sensitivi-
ties estimated during disjunctive saccades. In general, for 55%
of the neurons in our sample, there was coherence between
their preferred eye for the two sensitivities (Fig. 10A, ■ ). For
the remaining neurons that did not exhibit coherence of their
preferred eye, no specific pattern could be identified (Fig. 10A,
■ ). Hence, we conclude that a majority of individual BT
neurons encoded the position and the velocity of the same eye
during disjunctive saccades and that no trend was identified for
the neurons that did not exhibit such coherence.

Disjunctive saccades versus disjunctive fixation

A similar approach was utilized to compare the “preferred”
eye position sensitivities of individual neurons during disjunc-
tive fixation and disjunctive saccades. A neuron’s preferred eye
for the position sensitivity during disjunctive saccades was the
same as during disjunctive fixation for the majority of units
(75% coherence; Fig. 10B, ■ ). With respect to the noncoherent
units (Fig. 10B, ■ ), they were fairly uniformly distributed.
However, it should be noted that even if they preferred the
same eye, slightly more units encoded unequal binocular eye
position signals during disjunctive fixation (40 vs. 0%), while
a comparable number of units encoded the conjugate position
of the eyes during both behaviors (20 vs. 20%). Hence, BT
neurons generally encoded the position of the same eye during
disjunctive fixation and disjunctive saccades but sometimes
encoded the position of the nonpreferred eye with different
strengths across these behaviors.

FIG. 10. A: coherence of the preferred eyes for the position and velocity
sensitivities of BT neurons during disjunctive saccades. Neurons were sepa-
rated in 3 preferred eye categories (ipsilateral eye, Ipsi; contralateral eye,
Contra; or conjugate, Conj) for the position and velocity sensitivities. ■ ,
coherence (i.e., the eye position and the eye velocity preferred eyes of a neuron
were the same). B: coherence of the preferred eyes for the position sensitivities
of BT neurons during disjunctive saccades and disjunctive fixation.

FIG. 9. Distribution of Ratiopos (A) and Ratiovel (B) during disjunctive
saccades for our sample of BT neurons. Conventions are as in Fig. 3.
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Disjunctive saccades: alternative analysis model

Finally, for the sake of completeness, we also analyzed our
sample of BT neurons using a model based on conjugate/
vergence coordinates

FR
t� � bDS � kcj-DSCJ
t � td� � kvg-DSVG
t � td� � · · ·

rcj-DSĊJ
t � td� � rvg-DSV̇G
t � td� 
model Est-cv�

where CJ and VG indicate conjugate and vergence parameters,
respectively. This additional analysis was necessary because
models Est-all and Est-cv are not always equivalent after one
or more parameters have been removed and because it has been
shown that reliable conjugate/vergence parameter values can-
not always be computed from the parameters of model Est-red
(Sylvestre and Cullen 2002). Hence, we properly evaluated the
parameters of model Est-cv on all the neurons in our sample by
independently computing bootstrap confidence intervals for
each parameter. Similar to our findings with abducens neurons,
we occasionally obtained slightly different results using mod-
els Est-all and Est-cv. However, for 75% of the neurons in our
sample, the reduced models obtained with model Est-cv pro-
vided worse or equivalent goodness-of-fits as those obtained
with model Est-all (mean difference in VAF � �0.04 � 0.07);
for the remaining units, the VAF values for the reduced con-
jugate/vergence-based models were only 0.01 � 0.003 larger
than for the reduced binocular models. Hence as for abducens
neurons (Sylvestre and Cullen 2002), we conclude that the
binocular approach (i.e., using model Est-all) is more appro-
priate to describe the modulation of BT neurons during dis-
junctive saccades.

D I S C U S S I O N

In this report, we have provided the first detailed quantifi-
cation of the discharge dynamics of BT neurons in the prep-
ositus hypoglossi and medial vestibular nuclei during conju-
gate saccades and disjunctive saccades. We also compare, on a
neuron-by-neuron basis, the discharges recorded during dis-
junctive saccades and disjunctive fixation. We have shown that
these neurons carry both eye-position and -velocity-related
signals during conjugate saccades, as well as a smaller (yet
important) “slide” term. Further, we have demonstrated that a
majority of BT neurons, during disjunctive fixation and dis-
junctive saccades, preferentially encode the position and ve-
locity of one eye; only few BT neurons equally encoded the
movements of both eyes (i.e., had conjugate sensitivities). We
argue that BT neurons in the NPH/MVN play an important role
in the generation of both the conjugate and the vergence
components of disjunctive eye movements.

Conjugate fixation and general response characteristics

During conjugate fixation, 90% of the BT neurons in our
sample increased their discharges with increasingly ipsilateral
eye positions, which compares well with the previous findings
(86%) of McFarland and Fuchs (1992). Moreover, the average
bias and eye position sensitivities reported here during fixation
(bfix �66 � 48 spikes/s and kfix �3.2 � 2.0 spikes � s�1 � °�1,
respectively), were almost identical to those reported in previ-
ous reports [mean kfix � 3.2 � 1.3 spikes � s�1 � °�1 (McFar-
land and Fuchs 1992); mean kfix � 3.6 spikes � s�1 � °�1,

(Scudder and Fuchs 1992)]. With respect to conjugate saccadic
behavior, 95% of the units described in this report had BT
discharge properties, and a single neuron had tonic discharge
properties. Previous studies that recorded from nonvestibular
neurons in the MVN/NPH have reported slightly lower pro-
portions of BT neurons (73% across NPH/MVN, McFarland
and Fuchs 1992; 53% only in MVN, Scudder and Fuchs 1992).
This is not surprising, given that for the sake of the analysis
utilized in this report, we preferentially recorded from neurons
that exhibited significant saccade-related behaviors.

In the monkey, many if not most BT neurons provide sig-
nificant premotor drives to the abducens nucleus. Both spike-
triggered averaging (Scudder and Fuchs 1992) and intracellular
recording/staining (McCrea et al. 1987) experiments have
identified neurons with BT discharge characteristics that
project to the abducens nucleus. In fact, Scudder and Fuchs
(1992) have noted that more BT than tonic-only neurons
project to the abducens nucleus. Moreover, McFarland and
Fuchs (1992) have found that 91% of neurons in the marginal
zone, where the highest NPH/MVN projections to the abdu-
cens are located (Langer et al. 1986), have burst-tonic dis-
charge characteristics. In this study, we found that, on average,
BT neurons had a dynamic lead time that was comparable to
that previously reported for premotor medium-lead inhibitory
burst neurons (12.2 � 5.3 vs. 11.8 � 2.7 ms, for BT vs.
inhibitory burst neurons) (Cullen and Guitton 1997). Abducens
nucleus neurons, on average, had shorter dynamic lead times
(9.4 � 1.9 ms) (Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a). Thus our findings
are consistent with previous evidence showing that in the
monkey, BT neurons are output neurons of the NI and are
therefore premotor neurons.

Signals encoded by BT neurons during conjugate saccades

In the monkey, it has been shown that BT neurons discharge
bursts of action potentials during saccades whose durations and
number of spikes are well correlated with the duration and
amplitude of the concurring saccade, respectively (McFarland
and Fuchs 1992). Our analysis confirmed and extended these
findings by providing the first detailed description of the rela-
tionship between the dynamics of the saccadic burst of BT
neurons and the ongoing eye movement. We found that, as for
ABN neurons (Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a), both the instan-
taneous eye position and instantaneous eye velocity are re-
quired to describe BT neuron firing rate dynamics during
conjugate saccades (see model M3, Table 2). Moreover, the
average parameter values for this model were generally similar
for BT neurons and ABN neurons (b: 143 � 82 vs. 156 � 89
spikes/s; k: 3.9 � 2.5 vs. 4.2 � 2.3 spikes � s�1 � °�1; r: 0.34 �
0.31 vs. 0.42 � 0.26 sp/°; BT vs. ABN neurons, respectively).
Interestingly, the largest difference in parameter values was for
the eye-velocity-sensitivity parameters, which were on average
smaller for BT neurons than ABN neurons. These findings are
consistent, during saccades, with BT neurons being a primary
source of eye-position-related signals to the abducens nucleus,
and with saccadic excitatory burst neurons combining their eye
velocity-related drives with those of BT neurons at the level of
the abducens nucleus.

We also found that BT neuron discharges carry a “slide”
term [i.e., ḞR(t), model M4 in Table 2] during saccades that is
similar to that of ABN neurons (0.018 � 0.018 vs. 0.015 �
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0.014, BT neurons vs. ABN neurons, respectively) (Sylvestre
and Cullen 1999). Postsaccadic slide terms have been de-
scribed previously for BT neurons (Lopez-Barneo et al. 1982;
McFarland and Fuchs 1992). This exponentially decaying term
is generally believed to offset the restoring forces of the ocu-
lomotor plant following a saccade (Goldstein 1983; Robinson
1964; Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a). Aksay et al. (2001) have
further shown that BT neurons, in the goldfish, have the in-
trinsic properties required to generate a “slide” term. Using in
vivo intracellular recordings in alert goldfishes, they have
shown that area I neurons (the fish equivalent of NPH/MVN)
generate a burst of action potentials that is quickly followed by
an exponential decay in firing rate in response to an injected
depolarizing pulse. This decay has a time constant (�50 ms)
that is similar to that observed on abducens nucleus neurons
following saccades (Goldstein 1983; Sylvestre and Cullen
1999a). Taken together, these results are consistent with the
proposal that BT neurons contribute to generating the “slide”
signal present on ABNs during and following saccades.

Signals encoded by BT neurons during disjunctive fixation

During disjunctive fixation, we have found that only 20% of
BT neurons encoded the conjugate position of the eyes (i.e.,
were equally sensitive to the position of both eyes; Fig. 3),
whereas 40% encoded the position of a single eye. To date, the
only other study that has quantitatively characterized the ac-
tivity of BT neurons during disjunctive eye movements is the
study by Zhou and King (1996). This study, however, focused
on disjunctive smooth pursuit, and there is no a priori reason to
assume that BT neurons should generate similar responses
during both eye movements. Nevertheless, there are important

similarities between their results and ours. For example, during
monocular smooth pursuit, most NPH neurons (�70%) are
monocular (Zhou and King 1996). The general tendency to
observe very few conjugate neurons was therefore common to
both samples. However, all the monocular neurons recorded
during smooth pursuit preferred the ipsilateral eye, while we
recorded equal numbers of neurons encoding the position of
each eye during fixation. These latter results are more consis-
tent with the results obtained for the only other premotor
neurons studied quantitatively during disjunctive fixation, po-
sition-vestibular-pause (PVP) neurons for which 50% encoded
the position of either eye (McConville et al. 1994). Further
studies will be required to determine whether the results ob-
tained during disjunctive smooth pursuit reflect the likely dis-
tinct properties of smooth pursuit premotor pathways or
whether they are simply due to sampling biases.

Our result that most BT neurons did not encode conjugate
signals during disjunctive fixation suggests a potentially im-
portant role for these neurons in generating unequal move-
ments of the eyes (i.e., vergence). To determine the functional
relevance of the vergence-related terms carried by BT neurons
during disjunctive fixation, we decided to compare the popu-
lation results obtained for BT neurons during disjunctive fix-
ation to those obtained for ABN neurons during a similar
paradigm (Sylvestre and Cullen 2002). This comparison ad-
dresses whether BT neurons carry sufficient eye-position-re-
lated information to shape the activity of ABN neurons during
disjunctive fixation or whether there is a need for additional
vergence-related inputs. Strikingly, as shown in Fig. 11A, both
population distributions were fairly similar. The most notable
difference was that fewer BT neurons than ABN neurons

FIG. 11. A: comparison of eye-position sensitivities during disjunctive fixation for BT neurons (top) and abducens nucleus
neurons (ABN) (bottom). B: comparison of eye-position sensitivities estimated during disjunctive saccades for BT neurons (top)
and ABN neurons (bottom). ABN neuron data modified from Sylvestre and Cullen (2002).
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encoded the position of a single eye. One explanation for this
small discrepancy is that during disjunctive fixation, other
premotor neurons such as PVP neurons were shown to send
monocular eye-position-related drives to the abducens nucleus
(McConville et al. 1994). Moreover, eye-head neurons, which
are also thought to be premotor, have been qualitatively de-
scribed as preferentially encoding the position of a single eye
(Chen-Huang and McCrea 1999). Hence, the summation of the
drives carried by BT neurons, PVP neurons, and possibly
eye-head neurons, at the level of ABN neurons would account
for the signals carried by the latter neurons during disjunctive
fixation.

Signals encoded by BT neurons during disjunctive saccades

We have demonstrated that neither of the conceptual frame-
works presented in Fig. 1, A and B, can fully account for the
population discharges of BT neurons during disjunctive sac-
cades. Our results revealed that, for both the eye-position and
-velocity sensitivities of BT neurons during disjunctive sac-
cades, all units did not encode conjugate eye movements (Fig.
9), which is not consistent with the schema shown in Fig. 1A.
In addition, most BT neurons we characterized were not purely
monocular, in disagreement with the model structure shown in
Fig. 1B.

When compared with the study of Zhou and King (1996),
who recorded the activity of NPH neurons during disjunctive
smooth pursuit, our results during disjunctive saccades present
a number of similarities. For example, in both paradigms, very
few neurons encoded the conjugate position or velocity of the
eyes, and many neurons were monocular (see Fig. 9). How-
ever, during disjunctive saccades, 50% of monocular BT neu-
rons encoded the position of either eye, whereas 80% encoded
the velocity of the ipsilateral eye. These results contrast with
those obtained during smooth pursuit, where 100% of monoc-
ular NPH neurons encoded the movements of the ipsilateral
eye. As suggested in the preceding text, the different results
obtained during disjunctive smooth pursuit could reflect dis-
tinct properties of the saccadic versus smooth pursuit premotor
pathways or alternatively could be due to sampling biases.
Furthermore the dynamic analysis/statistical approach utilized
here during disjunctive saccades, which was more sensitive
than that employed by Zhou and King (1996) during smooth
pursuit, could also potentially explain the different results
obtained across studies. Nevertheless, the general trends ob-
served across experiments, eye movement types and analysis
approaches suggest that the rules for controlling disjunctive
eye movements are fairly uniform at the brain stem level.

Our experimental results also allowed us to test the predic-
tions of more recent model structures (Cova and Galiana
1994–1996; Sylvestre et al. 2002; also see King and Zhou
2000, 2002). In these model structure, BT neurons should
encode sufficient conjugate and vergence signals such that, as
a population, they can shape the discharges of ABN neurons.
Hence, we tested this model’s predictions by comparing the
population results obtained for BT neurons and ABN neurons
during disjunctive saccades (Sylvestre and Cullen 2002). With
respect to the eye-position sensitivities of these neurons during
disjunctive saccades, the situation is somewhat simplified rel-
ative to disjunctive fixation (see following text) because most
PVP neurons stop firing or have markedly reduced firing rates

during saccades (Cullen and McCrea 1993; Fuchs and Kimm
1975; Keller and Daniels 1975; Keller and Kamath 1975; Roy
and Cullen 1998, 2002; Scudder and Fuchs 1992), and so do
55% of eye-head neurons (Roy and Cullen 2003). Conse-
quently, during disjunctive saccades, BT neurons provide most
of the eye-position-related signals carried by ABN neurons,
which facilitates the direct comparison between the population
properties of premotor and motor neurons.

Figure 11B shows that indeed during disjunctive saccades,
the distribution of Ratiopos for BT and ABN neurons are almost
identical. Accordingly, with respect to the eye-position-related
premotor signals generated during disjunctive eye movements,
we propose that BT neurons in the NPH/MVN, together with
PVP neurons and possibly eye-head neurons during fixation,
encode sufficient binocular information to account for the
eye-position sensitivities recorded in ABN neurons during
similar paradigms. This result is crucial as it minimizes the
importance of yet undetermined projections from midbrain
near-response neurons and vergence velocity neurons (Mays
1984; Mays and Gamlin 1995a,b; Zhang et al. 1991, 1992), or
from any other neurons that solely encode vergence, to the
abducens nucleus.

The eye-velocity-related modulations encoded by BT neu-
rons during disjunctive saccades also support the predictions
made by these models. As for the eye position sensitivities,
only a small fraction of BT neurons (20%) encoded the con-
jugate velocity of the eyes, while almost half (45%) of BT units
encoded the velocity of a single eye. The distribution of Ra-
tiovel that we obtained for BT neurons was also very similar to
that of ABN neurons (compare Fig. 9B in the present report to
Fig. 8A in Sylvestre and Cullen 2002). Hence, our results are
consistent with BT neurons carrying conjugate and vergence
velocity-related drives that are highly appropriate to shape the
activity of ABN neurons during disjunctive saccades. We
propose that the small differences in the eye-velocity-related
distributions of BT and ABN neurons can be accounted for by
saccadic burst neurons because they also encode monocular
velocity signals (i.e., combinations of conjugate and vergence
signals) during disjunctive saccades (Sylvestre and Cullen
1999b; Zhou and King 1998). The 45% of eye-head neurons
that burst during saccades (Roy and Cullen 2003) could also
contribute to these differences, although their discharge pat-
terns during disjunctive saccades remain unexplored.

Implications for the upstream control of saccades

The signals carried by BT neurons during disjunctive sac-
cades and fixation could be generated by conjugate and ver-
gence velocity-related signals originating from separate
sources converging on BT neurons, where they are integrated.
However, recent experimental evidence suggests that conju-
gate and vergence signals are merged upstream to BT neurons,
at the level of saccadic burst neurons (Sylvestre and Cullen
1999b; Zhou and King 1998) and possibly even at the level of
the superior colliculi. There is indeed experimental evidence
suggesting that this latter structure is involved in the control of
vergence eye movements. First, electrical stimulation in the
superior colliculus perturb both the conjugate and the vergence
component of disjunctive saccades (Chaturvedi and VanGis-
bergen 2000, 1999). Second, known inputs to the superior
colliculi were shown to be modulated by depth-related stimuli
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such as disparity (frontal eye field: Ferraina et al. 2000; lateral
intraparietal area (LIP): Gnadt and Mays 1995), suggesting that
required conjugate and vergence demands for a particular
saccade are computed, at least in these upstream cortical struc-
tures, by using information from both retinas. Finally, it was
shown that most neurons’ firing rates in the superior colliculus
are modulated differently during conjugate and disjunctive
saccades (Walton 2002). However, the complex spatiotemporal
encoding of signals in this midbrain structure has not allowed
for firm conclusions to be made on the coordinate frame
utilized by these neurons. More single-unit experiments will be
required in the superior colliculus and upstream structures to
determine the site(s) at which conjugate and vergence com-
mands are computed and then merged.

Implications for the downstream control of saccades

Although we have found that BT neurons have appropriate
discharges to shape the discharges of ABN neurons, we also
observed that these signals were not perfectly optimized. For
instance, as shown in Fig. 11, a number of BT and ABN
neurons encoded, to various extents, the movements of the
“wrong” eye (e.g., the contralateral eye for a motoneuron). In
the case of abducens internuclear neurons, this “problem” can
be corrected at the level of the oculomotor nucleus through
projections from near-response neurons (Gamlin et al. 1989).
However, in the case of abducens motoneurons, these appar-
ently inadequate signals raise important questions. Because
these motoneurons create the contraction of the lateral rectus of
the ipsilateral eye, which in turn generates the movements of
that eye during abducting conjugate and disjunctive saccades,
their discharges should reflect the motion of that eye. We have
previously shown that during conjugate saccades and eye-head
gaze shifts, this relationship is indeed respected (Cullen et al.
2001).

To explain how this relationship is respected during disjunc-
tive eye movements requires considering different mecha-
nisms. One possible mechanism that could account for our
results is that co-contraction of the medial rectus, during dis-
junctive eye movements, contributes to offsetting the contralat-
eral eye-related drives that some motoneurons carry. However,
we have previously argued that this mechanism would accen-
tuate the mismatch between the motoneuron discharges and the
eye movement rather than improving it (Sylvestre and Cullen
2002). Another possible mechanism is that the connections
between abducens motoneurons and lateral rectus muscle fibers
can have a broad range of neuromuscular properties (e.g.,
nonuniform synaptic weights, different muscle fiber types,
motor unit specialization) that are unmasked only when the
movements of the two eyes are dissociated as during disjunc-
tive eye movements. Hence motoneurons that encode the
movements of the contralateral eye could have weaker weights
and vice versa for neurons that encode the movements of the
ipsilateral eye (Sylvestre and Cullen 2002). This proposed
mechanism would also apply, of course, during conjugate
saccades. However, because both eyes rotate with virtually
identical dynamics during conjugate saccades, this additional
level of organization within the extra-ocular muscles would not
be apparent.

Recent experiments by Miller and colleagues (2002) have
provided further experimental evidence to support this hypoth-

esis. Using implanted miniature muscle force transducers, they
have shown that if the position of one of the eyes is kept
constant, while the position of the other eye is changed by
going from diverged to converged states, the forces generated
by both the lateral and medial recti in the immobile eye remain
relatively constant. In contrast to this rather intuitive result, it
was shown that as a population, abducens neurons are more
active in the converged state (Mays and Porter 1984). Hence,
there is once again an apparent dissociation between the pop-
ulation drives of abducens motoneurons and lateral muscle
force that is revealed during disjunctive, but not during conju-
gate, eye movements. On the one hand, the patterns of activity
of abducens neurons are easily explained by current available
data: if we consider those neurons that encode the position of
the contralateral eye, they would be more excited during sym-
metric convergence than during conjugate fixation because the
contralateral eye would be deviated toward the neuron’s ON

direction only in the former case (Sylvestre and Cullen 2002).
On the other hand, the mismatch of neural drives and muscle
forces can only be accounted for by yet undetermined local
mechanisms at the level of the extraocular muscles.

A hypothetical explanation for this additional level of com-
plexity may be offered based on an evolutionary argument. It
could be argued that the brain stem saccadic circuitry, which
originally was designed to generate rapid conjugate eye move-
ments, was modified through evolution to also generate ver-
gence eye movements. However, this evolution was limited to
protect the accuracy of the conjugate component of saccades at
the expense of coarser vergence components. Consequently,
neurons in this saccadic pathway (and their target neurons in
the abducens nucleus) would encode some vergence-related
signals but not enough to perfectly compute the movements of
a single eye. These “imperfectly” optimized drives would be
compensated for at the muscle level. An interesting prediction
of this proposal is that vergence eye movements should be less
efficient than saccadic eye movements especially during dis-
junctive saccades. Indeed, there is evidence that for disjunctive
saccades with large vergence demands, the vergence shift is
often not fully completed during the saccadic phase and re-
quires slower postsaccadic vergence eye movements to com-
plete the vergence shift (human: Collewijn et al. 1995, 1997;
Enright 1984; Erkelens et al. 1989; Kenyon et al. 1980; Ono et
al. 1978; Oohira 1993; Zee et al. 1992; monkey: Maxwell and
King 1992). This fine tuning of the vergence shift is likely
completed under visual feedback by the circuitry that generates
slower “pure” vergence shifts (e.g., Mays 1984; Mays and
Gamlin 1995a,b; Zhang et al. 1991, 1992).

General conclusions

The results presented in this report have broad implications
for our understanding of disjunctive eye movements. We have
shown that during disjunctive saccades, BT neurons in the
NPH/MVN, which were formerly assumed to drive conjugate
eye movements only, also contribute to driving vergence eye
movements. Specifically, we have shown that the drives carried
by these neurons during disjunctive saccades, and also during
disjunctive fixation, are appropriate to shape the discharges of
their target neurons in the abducens nucleus without the use of
an additional purely vergence-related drive. These results sug-
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gest that the control of conjugate and vergence eye movements
is highly integrated in the brain stem saccadic circuitries.
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